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Note: The answer is for reference only, you need to understand all question. 

 

QUESTION 1 

Which of the following tools can you use to develop business logic in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012? (Choose 

all that apply.) 

 

A. IntelliMorph 

B. the MorphX IDE 

C.Microsoft SQL Server 

D.Microsoft Visual Studio 2012

 

Answer: DB 

 

 

QUESTION 2 

You are developing a form and a report for a Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 feature. Which of the following tasks 

can IntelliMorph automatically perform for you? (Choose all that apply.) 

 

A. Create a new label file. 

B. Suggest method names in the X++ Editor. 

C.Generate the layout of forms, reports, and menus. 

D.Change the look of forms and reports if the security and configuration allow changes. 

E. Add fields that have been added to a table field group to a field group on forms and reports.

 

Answer: EDC 

 

 

QUESTION 3 

In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, what does the AX model store contain? 

 

A. data only 

B. data and metadata 

C.data and application code 

D.metadata and application code

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4 

What type of database is the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 AXDBDEV database? 
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A. OLAP 

B. OLTP 

C. SSAS 

D. SSRS 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5 

In Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012, what does a Fact Box display in a List page form? 

 

A. data related to a single record 

B. data related to multiple records 

C.fixed information not dependent on the database 

D.creation and modification date/time for a single record

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6 

Which of the following statements about the model repository in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 are true? 

(Choose all that apply.) 

 

A. Help files are rendered by the Help Server. 

B. Application Label Data (ALD) files are stored on a file share. 

C.Application Object Data (AOD) files are stored on a file share. 

D.The Model store is stored in the Microsoft SQL Server database.

 

Answer: DA 

 

 

QUESTION 7 

You modify a class in the USR layer of a Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 project. You plan to import the project 

into the CUS layer. What will happen during the import process? 

 

A. The CUS layer modifications will be used. 

B. The CUS layer modifications will be deleted.

C.The USR layer modifications will be used. 

D.The USR layer modifications will be deleted.

 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION 8 

Which of the following statements describes the model concept in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012? 

 

A. a visual representation of objects 

B. the output of the reverse-engineering tool 

C.a logical grouping of elements within a layer 

D.the Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 layer architecture

 

Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9 

What information does Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 provide to Microsoft Visio when you use the Reverse 

Engineering tool to create a data model or an object model from a project? (Choose all that apply.) 

 

A. For data models only, information related to the Table Group property and the table index. 

B. For data models only, information related to table methods, table parameters, and classes. 

C.For object models only, information related to the Table Group property and the table index. 

D.For object models only, information related to table methods, table parameters, and classes. 

E. For data models and object models, information related to table methods, table parameters, and classes. 

F. For data models and object models, information related to all extended data types, all base enums, and all 

X++ data types. 

 

Answer: FDA 

 

 

QUESTION 10 

How are SYS labels represented in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012? 

 

A. SYS1234 

B. #SYS1234 

C.@SYS1234 

D.1234 SYS@

 

Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11 

You are working in a Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 project. You modify the init method of the 

AccountingDistribution form in the VAR layer, and then modify the close method of the same form in the USR 

layer. You plan to export the AccountingDistribution form customizations from the Application Object Tree 
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